Large Scale Graphics

Wall Pads

Print your mascot, full-color photo, sponsor’s advertising, or any art you choose on your wall of pads.

- Large format digital image reproduction.
- Printed in 3-color process.
- Images are not silk-screened or made with vinyl tape.
- Art is sharp and clear from any distance.
- Any size is possible.

Images are printed on 18 oz. coated vinyl and laminated for durability. Over 1000 images to choose from or submit your own ideas. All designs are sent to the client for final approval prior to printing. Contact Draper for details.

Patriot Motorized Flag

Draper's newest gym equipment product makes a dramatic presentation of the United States flag in any gymnasium. “Old Glory” appears at the touch of a switch or wireless transmitter. Standard product includes a sewn, nylon flag. Options include state flags or school banners, provided by customer.

The Patriot can display a flag either vertically or horizontally. Flag measures 12’ x 18’ with both mountings. The vertical or banner flag is housed in a 12’ case, and the horizontal flag is housed in a 20’ case.

(Above) Close-up of flag mounting and case (right).
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